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CHAIRMAN’S REPORT
What a resounding success our Club
Fair was this year! Many dealers and
collectors have commented on how
much they enjoyed the day. There
was a ‘buzz’ about the place that
seemed to last right up until the Fair
ended. The success of the event was
facilitated by the hard work from
everyone involved in helping to
organize it. Roy and Geoff did a
superb job arranging the event (Geoff
deserves a big pat on the back for his handling of the last minute dealer
booking changes and Roy, in particular, excelled himself in the publicity
department – Editor). Also to be commended for their hard work are John
Cahill (Guardian of The Sweetie Box!) and his efficient team on the
competition stand; Christine and her efficient assistants on the entrance
table; Bryan Clark who is taking over from Geoff next year and is getting to
know the dealers; and Liz who took some marvelous photographs. My
grateful thanks goes to them and to all those who helped during the day.
Having Mrs Mary Bayliss, the Lord Lieutenant of Berkshire, presenting the
prizes was a great coup for our club. Brian Lund was very surprised at being
presented with a bottle of Champagne, and a signed congratulations card,
from the Reading Club on his and Mary’s admirable achievement on reaching
Issue No. 400 of their “Picture Postcard Monthly” magazine. Congratulations,
too, are in order for all the prize winners in the Display Competition. There
were some fantastic card displays (everything from Barbie Dolls to Firemen! –
Ed) and they were a great credit to the club.
My thanks, also, to Richard for acting as Chairman on the last two meetings
(when I was meant to be on holiday!). He did a super job. Well done Richard.
As some of you will know, I was suddenly taken ill just before we were due to
fly-out. Sadly, Brian and I were, therefore, unable to enjoy a vacation with the
grandchildren. The card that you all signed did cheer me up a lot, however, so
thank you all for thinking of me. I am now much better and I am very grateful
for your best wishes. And special thanks to Geoff for organizing it.
Keep collecting and please continue to enjoy our hobby. Coral Print.
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LIFE ON A PRIVATE ESTATE IN THE FIFTIES
PART TWO: ACCIDENTS & NEAR MISSES

(OR GOODNESS KNOWS WHAT HE WILL GET UP TO NEXT!)

MIKE TUBB

My first article, which was initially written for the “Berkshire Family
Historian” has, to my surprise, been well received so I have been persuaded
to write a second instalment. I will start by thanking Mike Lee for providing
two postcards for illustrating this article. These are of the road junction at the
entrance to Shottesbrooke Park (Illustration No.1) and also of the White
Waltham street (and Post Office) with the school further down on the right
hand side (Illustration No.2). In the immediate vicinity of the junction, a few
events occurred which are still vivid in my memory.
I will keep the details until
a bit later in the article and
start with a bit of
background. In September
1951, just before I was five
years old, I started at White
Waltham Church of England
Primary School which was in
the
next
village
to
Shottesbrooke (on the way
to Maidenhead). Sadly, I
ILLUSTRATION No.1: A CROSSROADS TO ADVENTURE!
have not been able to trace a
postcard or photograph showing this school. There were three classrooms
and three teachers. Mrs Addy taught the children for the first two years. Mrs
Wright taught the next two years. Mr Wright, the headmaster and her
husband, taught the final two years up to the ‘Eleven Plus’ exam.
The three teachers lived in houses owned by the Shottesbrooke estate.
Mrs Addy’s house was situated in Smewins Lane on an incline opposite the
Estate entrance. For some reason, young boys never do what is advised to
them by their parents and that includes: a) riding a bike with a bag hanging
on the handlebar or b) holding bags in one’s hands as one rode a bike and,
therefore, being unable to control the bike properly (especially the brakes!).
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The day I particularly remember was when I had visited Mrs Addy carrying
something from my mother and was returning home with two bags, one in
each hand, and coming down the hill to cycle across the B3024 into the
Estate entrance. I soon realised that I would be unable to stop at the cross
roads. My school friend, who was in front of me, had stopped for the traffic.
I remember shouting that I couldn’t stop and deciding to just go as fast as I
could. I shot across the B3024 vaguely aware of approaching traffic and got
away with it! I never ever mentioned this to my parents and my school friend
was sworn to secrecy.
The second memorable
event was caused, once more,
by not doing what one was
told to do. I was cycling back
from White Waltham with a
bag on my bike handle and
turned into Shottesbrooke
Drive at what, to me, was a
great speed. I hit my knee on
the bag which managed to ILLUSTRATION 2: YOUNG MIKE'S MISCHIEF ZONE!
propel
me
over
the
handlebars and I ‘headed’ the five bar gate to the field. Mrs Addy, who was
sitting in her garden, saw the event. When I staggered up and wandered
down the road she thought I was in a temper. I did go back and pick up the
bike and bag. I then wandered home. A difference from those days and now
was that instead of going to see a doctor, my mother took me to a chemist at
Cemetery Junction in Reading who put Witch Hazel on my head, bandaged it,
and diagnosed concussion. I had a week off school.
There was what I always thought of as a well in a field near to home.
Although it had a metal protection lid, we had managed to open this and one
of my antics was to throw stones down the well to hear the splash deep
down below. I never did find out what this water storage facility was actually
for. One time, I was looking down it, throwing the odd stone as usual, when I
inadvertently leaned too far over and fell down the well. Luckily for me there
was a shelf jutting out part of the way down on which I must have landed. I
really don’t remember too much about it. Thankfully, there was a ladder to
get back out with. I didn’t tell my parents obviously. This facility is now
cemented over.
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One incident which reminds me of the changes which have occurred in the
concepts of law and order since I was a child concerned Miss Nancy OswaldSmith who was the owner of Shottesbrooke Estate. She agreed to hold the
annual church fete for White Waltham and Shottesbrooke in her gardens. As
per usual in those days, this drew quite a large attendance; including a couple
of lads who seemed to have come mainly to cause trouble. They were dealt
with by my father and Mr Wright. I witnessed the incident where one of the
‘bad lads’ had stolen some fruit from a greenhouse. When challenged by my
father, this lad threatened him and, as a consequence, my dad promptly
dispatched the lout into a nearby bush with a blow to the chin. I’m not sure if
it was a left hook or straight right but it ‘did the trick’! When the police were
called, there was no question of my father, or Mr Wright, being in any
trouble over this. The police merely dispatched the trouble makers. Of
course, this certainly wouldn’t happen today.
The only other memory of this eventful day at the fete was that I came
third in the fancy dress competition as a jockey!

MIKE TUBB OLYMPIC MEDIA-FLASH!
At the club Forum
Meeting (or should I call
it Mike Lee’s meeting?),
on August 9th, Mike
mentioned,
amongst
many other subjects, Bert
Bushnell’s double sculls
gold medal won at the
1948 Olympic games. I
tried to interject at this
point to enquire as to whether he, or other members, had watched the
“Bertie & Dickie” BBC1 drama but, as we all know, when Mike is in full flow
there is no chance of an answer! It was broadcast on 25th July 2012. I wonder
whether any other club members saw it? If not, they missed an engrossing
programme of local interest telling the story of how the gold medal was won;
it was set around Henley, Wargrave and Maidenhead and included some
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lovely local views. Bert Bushnell was the son of the Bushnell who owned a
boatyard at Wargrave and, later, at Maidenhead. There is, I understand, to be
a DVD of the programme issued in due course and I suggest that, if the
programme isn’t repeated, it might be a worthwhile investment.
Editorial Note: Bertie was played by the current Dr Who incarnation, Matt
Smith, who is, of course, quite familiar with travelling back in time! The
drama portrayed both the physical and class struggles which Bertie Bushnell
and Dickie Burnell had to endure at a time when Britain was still trying to
recover from the ravages of WWII. This locally-based drama served as a
precursor to the real life glory and heartache of the London Olympics 2012.

NEW COLLECTION

CHRISTINE FREWING

Many thanks to John Cahill and Mike Lee for giving me ideas on new
collecting themes following my May “On the Cards” piece. I would also like to
thank John Sutton from Maidstone for his letter response after my article
appeared in the June edition of “Picture Postcard Monthly”. All have given
me the enthusiasm and interest back which was, sadly, starting to dwindle. I
now find myself looking through boxes of various themes which I simply find
attractive or interesting.
I am now hunting Gift Cards as well
which are a very cost-effective form of
collecting as they are completely free!
The designs are often very appealing. I
have also benefitted from a ‘side-effect’
of the regular Club Competition. Finding
unusual cards to illustrate a specific
theme has led to the purchasing of cards
which I would not normally consider of
interest. The Club Competition has
opened my eyes to the infinite
TICKET TOUTS CHRISTINE & BRYAN
possibilities
of
thematically-based
collecting and is now a continuous source of interest and delight. Not
surprisingly, a new postcard album is being bought. Thank you!
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RORKE’S DRIFT: PART TWO
CORAL PRINT

EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION: Following on from last issue’s description of
the Rorke’s Drift battle, Coral here profiles some of the conspicuous heroes
involved and their individual acts of bravery. Allen & Hitch, mentioned
below, have a more detailed biography in Part Three.
GONVILLE BROMHEAD and JOHN ROUSE MERRIOTT CHARD gained their
V.C.’s by commanding the men against the Zulus, supervising the erection of
barricades, and maintaining ‘steady fire’ which ensured
the successful defence of the post. BROMHEAD was born
th
29 August 1845 in Versailles (France) and died on the
9th February 1891 in Allahabad (India); he was buried in
the New Cantonment Cemetery at Allahabad. His rank
was Major. CHARD was born on 21st December 1847 in
Boxhill (Devon) and died on the 1st November 1897 at
Hatch Beauchamp (Somerset); he was buried at St John Figure 1: CHARD
the Baptist Churchyard in Hatch Beauchamp. His rank was Colonel. CHARD’S
medal can be seen in the Imperial War Museum.
JAMES LANGLEY DALTON also helped with the barricades.
While in the hospital, he rushed forward and shot a Zulu, just
as he was about to kill one of his comrades, and succeeded in
saving the man’s life. DALTON was born in December 1832,
th
in London, and died on 8 January 1887 at Port Elizabeth
(South Africa); he was buried at Russell Road Roman
DALTON
Catholic Cemetery in Port Elizabeth.
JAMES HENRY REYNOLDS attended to the wounded, under
heavy crossfire from the Zulus, and also carried ammunition to
the men. This action is dramatically portrayed in the Player
(Doncella) History of V.C. card (Illustration No.4). REYNOLDS
rd
was born on the 3 Feb 1844 in Dun Laoghaire (Ireland) and
th
died on 4 Mar 1932 in Victoria (London); he was buried at St
Mary’s Roman Catholic Cemetery in Kensal Rise (London). His
rank was Lieutenant Colonel.
REYNOLDS
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WILLIAM WILSON ALLEN was
posted as Sharpshooter on the
southern rampart. He positioned
himself over the top of the
barricade to fire on the enemy. He
was shot in the
shoulder and, after
Surgeon Reynolds
dressed his wound,
ILLUSTRATION No.4
he was quickly
back in action. ALLEN was born in 1843 in Newcastle-uponTyne and died on 12th March 1890 in
Monmouth (Gwent) after a flu epidemic
ALLEN
struck the Welsh town; he was buried in
Monmouth Cemetery. His rank was Sergeant.
FREDERICK HITCH killed a Zulu just before he was about to
kill Lt Bromhead. Hitch was shot through the right shoulder
blade. HITCH was born on the 29th November 1856 in
Edmonton (London) and died on the 6th January 1913 in
Ealing (London); he was buried St Nicholas Churchyard in
HITCH
Chiswick (London).
TO BE CONTINUED

IN MEMORIUM
FOR THOSE WHO
HAVE RECENTLY, AND
TRAGICALLY, LOST
THEIR LIVES ON THE
SEA COAST.
(A VICTORIAN TRADE
CARD DEDICATION
KINDLY CONTRIBUTED
BY MIKE TUBB)
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RON ROMANS MINI-BIOGRAPHY
(The articles transcribed below were taken from a February 1983
edition of “Cartophilic Notes & News” – Vol.11; No.16; pp.3244-3245)
EDITORIAL INTRODUCTION
At the recent Forum Meeting, the possibility of a Ron Romans
commemorative award was discussed as a way of preserving and honouring
his memory. He was obviously a much-admired and respected member of
the Reading Card Club and I’m sure this small ‘Blast from the Past’
presentation will bring back happy memories for those who had the
pleasure of knowing him. Also included is a Reading Branch Report from the
same issue which reveals that the talks, exhibits, and competitions were
just as vital to the club, 30 years ago, as they are today. I think it would be a
splendid idea to have an occasional mini-biography from the living
members of our club too! It would be a great way for the membership to
get to know each other better and for us to become familiar with our
collective and individual interests. JOHN JJ.
FULL NAME: Ron Romans
BORN: A ‘Yorky’- home town the
beautiful city of York.
AGE: Forty Plus – wish it was 21.
PROFESSION: Was apprenticed
to a country wheelwright. My
boss was 85 years old when I
finished it. He was a real tough
nut but, to me, the finest
craftsman in the North of
A HAZY PICTURE OF RON ROMANS (LEFT)
England. They came from far and
PRESENTING AN INTER-CLUB AWARD IN 1983
wide to purchase our gypsy
caravans. The apprenticeship was a hard one and covered all trades; even
Undertaking! The first week’s wage was one shilling but the experience was
worth £20!! I had the reputation that if anything could be made of wood,
‘R.R.’ could make it. I still enjoy the use of fine timbers in antique restoration.
I spent 32 years in the Fire Service and attended many war incidents.
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FIRST COLLECTED: Cards brought home for me by my father from the
trenches of France in 1916. I still remember those first cards including
Ogden’s “Infantry Training”. I joined the Cameric Club around 1946 and the
Society in 1967.
COLLECTION: General interests. Very little interest in Guinea Golds but keen
on ‘Tabs’; I do not require many cards to complete the home issues of these.
Very interested in ‘Shipping’ subjects and I am endeavouring to complete the
Cousis miniatures. I have never counted the number of sets but my ‘Wants
List’ does not get shorter – it increases! Cards in my collection are mostly
mounted in LCCC 1000-card albums. I cannot see the use of cards being
wrapped and stored. Who enjoys them by this method?
FAVOURITE SET: Not the rarest! It is the 75-card set of “Soldiers of the
World” (plain back) – compare it with the Wills issues.
TOP TEN SETS: Impossible to decide but many appreciated and not only by
myself (Usually the first question I ask visitors is: “What sets would you like to
see?”).
FAVOURITE MAGAZINE FEATURES: Editorial, research, and collecting
experiences.
SUGGESTIONS FOR MAG IMPROVEMENTS: Difficult to better as it is but let
us keep the present Editor.
WHAT HAS HELPED YOU MOST IN COLLECTING: Reading past issues of
journals such as “Notes & News”, “Cartophilic World”, “Cigarette Card
News”, and the articles therein by C.L.B.
REGULAR MEETINGS: I do my best to attend meetings of the Hants & Surrey
and Chiltern Branches in addition to our local branch (Reading Club) and the
AGMs of the Cartophilic Society of Great Britain.

READING BRANCH REPORT: FEBRUARY 1983
Notwithstanding Monday, 3rd January, being a Bank Holiday, thirty or so
members were to be found at Loddon Hall, Twyford, for the first meeting of
the new year when Peter Jones was the speaker. Well known for his study of
Postal History, he covered the development of the wide-ranging advertising
medium of stamps which eventually led, indirectly, to trade and cigarette
cards. The exhibits, many with local connections, were superbly presented
and were a timely reminder of the Exhibition & Competition to be held in
May and, undoubtedly, gave members plenty to think on.
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ANNUAL CLUB FAIR & DISPLAY COMPETITION
ROY SHEPPARD
This year, the Reading & District Cigarette Card & Postcard Club’s Annual
Fair took place at Reading’s Rivermead Leisure Centre on Sunday, July 1st. It
was an outstanding success for the collectors who, like the dealers, had
travelled from all over the UK to visit this event. It is now acknowledged by
many, including Brian Lund of “Picture Postcard Monthly”, to be the best Fair
of its kind in the UK. Visitors journeyed from Dundee, Scotland, Cornwall,
Norfolk, Wales, and other distant areas (including a couple from Germany!).
The attendance increased again this year to 600 visitors, following last year’s
increase, which is a very healthy and positive outlook for the card-collecting
hobby. Sadly, however, the younger generation were in ‘short supply’; they
generally seem not to be collectors of bygone things (a similar sad conclusion
was also made during the recent Club Forum – Young at Heart Ed).
The Club Chairperson, Coral Print, made a surprise presentation of a bottle
of champagne to Brian and Mary Lund to honour their work and contribution
to the hobby of postcard collecting via their excellent national magazine
which is now in its 400th edition. The club also held its Annual Display Board
Competition (in three classes) judged by 132 Fair visitors and dealers. This
generated a great deal of interest. In the afternoon, we were greatly
honoured to have the Lord Lieutenant of Berkshire, Mrs. Mary Baylis (JP), to
award the prizes to the Display Board Competition winners and to tour the
Fair (she was also presented, and nearly strangled by, a giant orchid from the
Club; See Back Page Gallery – Triffid-Taming Ed).
The Club would also like to acknowledge the tremendous support and help
they receive both before, during, and after the Fair from the staff at the
Leisure Centre which always goes unseen but is so important to the success
of the Fair. The stalls were very busy right up to closing time.
The top Competition winners were as follows:Postcards:
Roy Sheppard with “German Military Postcards, WW1”
Cig / Trade Cards:
Ken Hussey with “Huntley & Palmers Aviation”
Mixed Cards:
Roy Hathaway with “Tea & Biscuits”

Next year’s Fair will be held at the same venue on June 30th, 2013.
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RIVERMEAD ANNUAL FAIR 2012: COMPETITION RESULTS
COMPILED BY JOHN CAHILL & THE DISPLAY DESK TEAM

ONE CARD COMPETITION & ATTENDANCE STATISTICS
JUL 12

JUL 26

ATTENDANCES

23

28

COMPETITION
WINNERS:CIGARETTE
TRADE
POSTCARD
EPHEMERA

CP
JC
MH
CF

DD
BC
KT
KT

AUG 9

SEP 13

-

-

23

33

-

-

DD
DD
JC
MT

BC
MT
DG
KH

-

-

ABBREVIATIONS: MT = MIKE TUBB DD = DEREK DAVIS CP = CORAL PRINT
RW = ROGER WICHELOW GW = GRAHAM WRIGHT ML = MIKE LEE
BC = BRYAN CLARK MH = MARGARET HUSSEY JC = JOHN CAHILL
DG = DAVID GERKEN KH = KEN HUSSEY KT = KEN TOWNSEND JJ = JENNY JERRUM
CF = CHRISTINE FREWIN MC=MIKE COMPTON GA = GEOFF ASHTON

TUBBIAN DELIGHTS: PUZZLE CORNER

CAN YOU FIND THE WAY OUT ?
(OR WILL THIS MAZE MAKE A MONKEY OUT OF YOU ?)
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FUTURE MEETINGS FOR 2012

27 SEPT. (SP): MEMBER’S GENERAL DEALING (Theme: Lucky)
26th OCT. (Ch): MEMBER’S AUCTION (Theme: Post)
11
25th OCT. (SP): EARLY RAILWAYS, POLITICS, & MONEY – Geoff Ashton
6thM
A Powerpoint Presentation (Theme: Crash)
th
8 NOV. (Ch): A JOURNEY DOWN THE THAMES – Neil Baldry
A Powerpoint Presentation (Theme: Fast)
22nd NOV. (SP): CARD CHAT & SHOW MEMBER MEETING (Theme: Precious)
th
2224th
13
DEC. (Ch): AGM + XMAS QUIZ & PARTY (Theme: Sleigh)
Mistletoe is optional! (No meeting on 27th December)
NOTE: SP= St. PATRICK’S HALL and Ch= CHARVIL VILLAGE HALL.
FURTHER INFO: CONTACT BRYAN CLARK (Club Secretary) 0118 948 1350.
All are warmly welcome to our lively and friendly meetings.
URGENT REQUEST FROM THE EDITOR: Contributions, however small, are
now urgently required. Articles, reviews, personal reflections, card
discoveries, and local Collector Fair news are always welcome. Please bring
your contributions along to the meetings and pass them onto me, the
Editor, or send them to me via email at: johndevaney222@btinternet.com
Or by post to: JOHN DEVANEY,
10 YELVERTON ROAD,
WHITLEY,
READING, RG2 7SU.
I can also be contacted on 0118 9752553 or by telepathy. Thank you.
CLUB AUCTIONS: CONTACT RICHARD HOWARTH
Telephone: 0118 9794459.
Unwanted collectables are always welcome (20p per Lot to
club members). Contact Richard or bring items to meetings.
Contact Richard or bring along to club meetings. This is an
easy way to sell your postcards; trade cards; cigarette cards;
For further Reading Card Club details please send a SAE to:BRYAN CLARK,and
14 assorted
TOWER ephemera.
CLOSE, EMMER GREEN,
READING, RG4 8UU.
Email: bc975@aol.com
Tel: 0118 948 1350
Or visit our website: www.readingpostcards.com
“On the Cards” is published by Reading & District
Cigarette Card & Postcard Club.

PRINTED BY CAMPBELL PRINTERS OF READING.
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RIVERMEAD 2012 PRESENTATION GALLERY

PHOTOGRAPHS BY LIZ TEBBUTT

